PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS

Hollowcore Flooring | Precast Stairs | Landing Slabs | Bespoke Solutions

Concrete Built is Better Built

COMPANY HISTORY
Top-of-the-range facilities and a team of skilled
workers mean the company can produce 1200 tonnes
of concrete products per week in its Carrickmacross
factory alone.
Our transport fleet is capable of delivering up to
7000m² of concrete flooring per week, and we offer a
professional installation service which ensures
minimal disruption to additional building works that
are being undertaken onsite. Communication is key to
this success.
Initially operating at the original Wright Quarry site in
Swanns Cross, Monaghan – the company diversified into
Readymix concrete in 1975. Ten years later, the first
precast concrete production line was installed which
proved a successful move as the company soon became
the preferred supplier of precast concrete products in
the local area before expanding their client base across
all corners of Ireland.
In 2001, Spanwright Flooring was launched – a
reinforced hollowcore concrete slab most suited to
residential construction. Wright Concrete Products was
established at Aclint Bridge in Carrickmacross in 2004 to
help satisfy the growing demand for offsite construction
through precast concrete products. This new facility
allowed the expansion of the concrete flooring range
and also the addition of many new product lines such as
precast concrete stairs, plate flooring, insulated wall
panels and various customised concrete solutions. The
additional capabilities and capacity allowed the
company to further expand into the UK construction
market.
Quality and innovation are cornerstones of the
company. Wrights Concrete have highly skilled teams in
sales, design, production, despatch and installation
ensuring customers enjoy efficient and friendly service
from the initial consultation through to installation and
any further support.

Wright concrete products are manufactured in
modern production facilities with ISO certification.
We operate comprehensive quality control
procedures and are well versed in British and
European design standards.

WHERE TO FIND US

BENEFITS OF CONCRETE FLOORING
Fast Construction
A standard size house can usually be covered with SpanWright flooring slabs
in less than half a day. Floors can be grouted the same day and ready for use
as a working platform the following day. This quick turnaround enables
greater turnover than the traditional timber joist system at first floor level
or fill and pour at ground floor level.
Underfloor Heating Made Easier
Concrete floors such as those manufactured by SpanWright are the preferable option when using an underfloor heating
system. Underfloor heating manufacturers recommend that placing the heating pipes within a concrete screed offers “the
highest thermal capacity” as against timber alternatives.
Safe Working Platform Provided
A grouted SpanWright floor provides a safe working platform for following trades which simplifies health and safety
management. The time and material required for scaffolding will be reduced.

BENEFITS OF ORDINARY REINFORCED FLOORS
Minimal waiting time – available ex-stock
SpanWright slabs are available ex-stock giving a faster response time. Lengths are
available in 50mm increments from 1.0m to 7.5m. Approximately 50,000 square
metres of SpanWright concrete flooring are held in stock at all times.
User friendly – no camber
The design of SpanWright floors (reinforced concrete rather than prestressed)
means that they are level both above and below, hence greatly reducing the cost
involved in finishing both ceilings and floors. In most domestic spans, a SpanWright
slab can carry the required load without the need for a structural screed. This gives
the home builder a greater variety of options when choosing the finished floor
surface.
Cost effective finishing
Unlike the smooth underside of traditional prestressed flooring, the underside of
SpanWright flooring is textured allowing plaster to be directly applied to the surface.
Easy installation
SpanWright flooring slabs are narrower and therefore lighter than most other
concrete flooring products. This enables the majority of SpanWright slabs, supplied
to both ground and first floor level, to be placed by lorry mounted cranes.
Secure system – grout keys
SpanWright flooring units have a special shear key that enhances load transfer
between units. This special grooved system, once filled with the appropriate
concrete mix, enables the floor to act as one panel.
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FINISHING SPANWRIGHT SLABS
With Non-Structural Screed
Non-Structural Screed

Insulation
Specially designed shear key ties
slabs together into one unit.
Services for above and below
located in screed.
35N10 grout in shear keys

With Structural Screed
Concrete screed placed along with
grouting of shear keys

Structural Screed
Slabs coated with bonding before
placing of structural screed
Services fixed to battens below
slabs
Plasterboard finish below
Concrete screed placed along with
grouting of shear keys
Timber battens placed in shear key
to receive fixings from below

Plasterboard finish below

Slabs after grouting

Structural screed being poured

WHAT TYPE OF SLAB SHOULD I USE
What type of slab should I use?
There are quite a number of types of concrete slabs available, and each
is designed for a slightly different purpose. Your project will be most
cost effective when the correct product is selected for the application.
SpanWright precast reinforced concrete slabs are designed primarily for
use in residential applications i.e. houses and apartments. Selection of
the depth of slab should then be based on the span and load.
Typical loads in line with Eurocodes for various applications are listed
below:




Housing
1.5k N/m2
Garages
2.5 kN/m2
Industrial
5.0 kN/m2
Note: wall loads are in addition to the above.

Prestressed slabs are generally used in commercial projects, they have
a higher load carrying capacity and are therefore more suited to long
spans and heavy loads. They can also be used in residential situations
where walls are carrying heavy loads.
Our design team will be able to make exact recommendations for your situation. These general rules of thumb may be
of some help in guiding your choice.
Always select a reinforced floor in preference to a prestressed one for residential applications. Our 210mm reinforced
floor can span up to 6.5m and carry non load bearing walls up to 5.5m.
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SAFE WORKING LOADS

FINISHING
Our technical team will be pleased to assist you regarding all
technical and design information.
However, some typical details and terms you are likely to come
across in discussion with our team are listed below.

Cantilever
Slabs can be cantilevered up to 1.2m to accommodate stair
openings. Pre-stressed slabs can be specially designed to
accommodate cantilevers.

Hanger Bracket
Hanger brackets can be fabricated to support slabs around
openings.

Services
Slabs are commonly used at ground floor and services openings
can be accommodated.

Bearings
We recommend a nominal bearing of 100mm but this can be
reduced in specific circumstances, by agreement with our
technical department.

Wall plates
Where slabs are used in a dormer bungalow, the wall plate is
usually fixed top the slab as indicated.
Wallplates can be secured directly
to concrete floor slabs using selftapping screws intended for use
with concrete products.
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CONCRETE STAIRS
Concrete Stairs are the ideal way to provide access to
basements, upper floors and lofts. The Precast units
provide safe, solid access during construction and a
secure base for attractive finishes in the completed
construction.
Landing slabs can be cast along with the stair flight or
as separate units depending on individual project
requirements.

Tailored
The SpanWright Design Team provide stair solutions specific
to each plan and in compliance with building regulations.

Simple
Precast stairs will usually be place by a truck mounted crane
along with the precast flooring installation.

Comfort
Concrete stairs will also significantly reduce noise resulting
in people moving around the building.

Safe
Concrete stairs provide a much safer means of accessing
other floors during construction than ladders or other
temporary measures.

Attractive
Using concrete as a resilient, solid, durable base, attractive
finishes can be added in the form of timber, stone, tiles or
another finish of choice.

Before

After

DOING IT THE WRIGHT WAY
Doing it the

Getting a quote

way

It is best to make your enquiry as early on as possible. Consultation at the
planning stage will usually result in the most cost-effective solution for the
customer. The most accurate way of costing a project is to base the quotation
on your plans. We can receive plans by post, or email to info@wright.ie
A quotation will be sent out as soon as possible and will generally be
accompanied with a layout showing our proposal. Our sales team will be
happy to assist you at any stage in your project.
When requesting a quotation please send a full set of plans, ground floor, first
floor and sections, plus your contact and site details to enable a quotation
without any complications.

Placing your order
The order can be placed at any stage between quotation and blockwork reaching the appropriate level. Placing the order as
early as possible will ensure that we can provide you with the most efficient service. It is important to involve your builder
as early as possible to enable him to accommodate the slabs and discuss the layout with our drawing office if necessary.

Final site measurement
Due to the fact that most construction projects involve a certain
amount of inaccuracy and deviation from the plans, it is
necessary to measure each site. One site visit from a member
of our technical personnel will usually be included in our price.
When arranging a measurement ground floors should have at
least the first course of dead building completed and all services
should be installed. First floor measurements should be
arranged once the blockwork is four or five courses high.

Taking delivery
When you are ready for delivery here are some things to check:
Is the blockwork in all the areas carrying slabs completed?
Are any additional materials “supplied by client” (e.g. steel beams) in place? (check layout drawing)
Is access to the site clear? (No locked gates, machines or materials in the way)

Do’s

Don’ts

 Read and adhere to all job specific customer information
 Use only specified mix when grouting/placing structural
screed
 Make sure that you provide information regarding slab
layout to your builder as early as possible
 Check that your lintels meet requirements
 Use steel heads where another beam rests over the
opening
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Leave floor ungrouted
Leave out any specified steel
Load unpropped floors
Forget padstones must be located in all areas
carrying steel

FAQ’s
Can walls be built off SpanWright?
Walls can be built off SpanWright slabs in most cases. The type of wall construction depends largely on the span of the
slabs. The SpanWright design division will indicate on each customer drawing whether concrete block, lightweight
block or studwork partitions are suitable

Are deeper foundations required?
Generally, foundations are capable of carrying the additional load without changing the design. Piled foundations
sometimes require additional design. Please inform your engineer/architect that you are planning to use slabs, as early
as possible.

Is it necessary to build thicker walls?
Wider walls are usually only required where two slabs meet on a wall. Our design division will highlight any requirement
for wider walls when producing a slab layout drawing

Are concrete floors more costly than timber joists?
SpanWright’s special design makes them the most effective precast option. Overall cost will vary depending on the
finishing method use. One local building contractor reported that he saved one week’s labour per house by using
SpanWright slabs, therefore increasing speed and reducing labour cost

Is SpanWright suitable for use on small sized houses?
SpanWright slabs have been used on various sites ranging from small semidetached houses to large apartment blocks.

When is SpanWright used at ground floor level?
Some building authorities recommend use of a suspended slab for structural reasons where depth of fill exceeds
600mm. Generally a suspended slab becomes the cheaper option where depts. Exceed 900mm. This however is
dependent on availability of stone and labour.

Are heavier lintels required?
In most cases, lintels carrying slabs are required to be 25mm deep. Stronger lintels are required for openings over
1800mm wide. Your architect/engineer should be consulted as this is only a guideline.

Swanns Cross, Rockcorry, Co. Monaghan, H18 Y427
info@wright.ie

+353 (0)42 974 4500

